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Please Note the Changes for the Ignitor 
Publishing Schedule.

The Next Submission Deadline is December 
10th.

The Ignitor is published 
Six times per year:

January/February
March/April
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July/August
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November/December

Publication copy deadline is the 10th day of 
December, February, April, June, August, and 

October at 
5:00 p.m. PST 
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agsemoffice@gmail.com
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The Ignitor Ads consisting of text for antique 
equipment & parts ONLY are FREE to 
Members.  All other member & non-member 
ads are $200 for full page, $100 for 1/2 page, 
$50 for 1/4 page, $25 for business card size 
ads per issue.  Six (6) pre-paid business card 
size ads maybe purchased for the price of four 
(4).  All free ads will run one issue only unless 

renewed by member in writing. 
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MEMBERSHIP, ARTICLES FOR 

PUBLICATION & ADVERTISEMENT TO: 
Antique Gas & Steam Engine Museum

2040 North Santa Fe Avenue
Vista, California 92083

(760) 941-1791 or (800) 587-2286
Fax: (760) 941-0690

www.agsem.com

Upcoming Events 
2018
November 17 - Board Meeting
November 18 - Auction
November 30 - Vintage Marketplace

December 1 - Vintage Marketplace
December 15 - Board Meeting
 

2019
January 19 - Annual Meeting
January 26 - Table Top Auction

February 16 - Board Meeting/Parts Exchange
February 23 - Table Top Auction

March 8 & 9 - Vintage Marketplace
March 16 - Board Meeting
March 23 - Table Top Auction

April 5 - 7 - Gem & Mineral Show
April 20 - Board Meeting

May 10 & 11 - Vintage Marketplace
May 18 - Board Meeting/Parts Exchange

June 15 & 16 - Spring Tractor Show
June 22 & 23 - Spring Tractor Show

July 28 - Outdoor Auction

August 16 - 18 - Summergrass

HELP
Upcoming Events… 

We have a lot of events coming up and could 
use some volunteers in food service, helping 
in the admission booth, driving shuttle carts, 
helping with general set up and clean up… if 
you are able to help (even for a 2-3 hour shift) 
please call Megan or Cathy in the office at 
760-941-1791.  

Notice: Dumpster 
One of the biggest expenses of the Museum 
is our dumpster… Please help us keep our 
cost down by not bringing your trash from 
home... especially your hazmat.  With our 
security grant we have been able to see 
where some of the “unknown” contributions 
have come from and it’s never fun to get that 
call from staff that you have been caught 
helping us fill it.  Thank you.  

Beginning Horology Classes 
start in January 2019!

The fee is $200 and there are only 6 spots. It’s 
available now for online registration through our 

website!

No experience needed!  Students will learn to 
disassemble, clean and repair and American 8-day 

time and strike clock.



January 19th 2019

Annual Membership Meeting

Potluck starts at noon!

Bring a salad or side 
dish, the Museum will 

provide the main course 
and dessert!

The meeting will be called to order at 1 p.m. sharp.

We can’t wait to see you all there!

Happy Holidays till then!

- Ashley, Marie, Chantel, Megan, and Cathy



Hi folks! 

Well, at this writing the October show has come and 
gone.  Our attendance was up from last year, and for 
that I’d like to thank all of you who have been out 
there this summer promoting us.  From passing out 
free tickets, to putting out fliers, to name dropping us 
at the coffee shop, everything helps!

As I’m sure most of you already know, the board has 
promoted Ashley Jaques into the Executive Director 
position.  After much consideration we felt that she was 
simply the best fit for the job.  After 18 years of service 
here at the museum her head is full of excellent ideas 
for improving our existing programs and exhibits.  I 
look forward to seeing how she develops us in the 
coming years.

Moving on, I really need everybody’s attention on this 
next issue:

There is going to be a shakeup on the West end of the 
property this winter.  The “boneyard” and storage area 
have been in desperate need of cleanup for years now.  
We are finally going to begin tackling that project.  A 
lot of stuff is going to be sold off or scrapped.  So 
much material has just quietly appeared there over the 
years, and has sat there so long that the purpose behind 
it has been forgotten.  If you personally own anything 
in these areas, please mark it, or move it.  Also, if you 
are aware of anything with particular value, please 
mark it, or bring it to my attention.  We don’t want to 
toss out anything important, but we need your help to 
identify these things.  

My contact information is inside the front page of this 
Ignitor.  Any help is appreciated.

President’s Report  
By: Jake Williams

It was good to see so many of you at the fall tractor 
show.  I didn’t get to visit with everyone this show 
but I did get to visit with quite of few of you.  Great 
show ideas have come from members and exhibitors 
and I can’t wait to be able to sit down with staff and 
board members to start planning June.  We did have 
a good show both attendance wise and income.  We 
are about $5,000 ahead of last October and we saw 
quiet of few little gobblins’ join us for our soft start of 
the annual “Track or Treat” event.  Next year we have 
big plans for “Track or Treat” which will be held on 
Sunday, October 27, 2019 (last day of show) so mark 
your calendars now. 

By the time you receive this issue of the Ignitor we will 
have wrapped up the last of the events of 2018… Our 
Fall Consignment Auction and the last of the Vintage 
Marketplaces… then its onto planning 2019. 

Mark your calendars for the Annual Membership 
Potluck & Meeting on Saturday, January 19th.  The 
potluck will start at 12pm, please bring a side dish or 
salad to share, the Museum will provide the main dish, 
dessert and lemonade, ice tea & water.  Election and 
meeting will call to order at 1:00 p.m.  I look forward 
to seeing many of you there and talk about what is new 
and exciting for 2019. 

Also in January we have the first of the three Table 
Top Auctions on January 26th.  If you would like to 
bring items to consign to the Table Top Auction on 
January 19th we can take items after the meeting is 
over around 3pm. 

The Ignitor issues are going to change.  The issue you 
are receiving now will cover just December 2018.  We 
then will have an issue for January & February 2019 
that will allow us to have issues come out a little earlier 
for shows. 

We hope everyone has a wonderful holiday season!

Director’s Report 
By: Ashley Jaques



Last issue, we talked about trains, and some of the 
various types of cargo they hauled over the years.   
Some trains were made up of mixed cargo, some with 
passenger service, and of course it could be a mix.  

On occasion you might see a train that had some very 
specific purpose and it would travel as a “Unit”.  Thus 
the term a unit train.

The first one we’re going to look at is Jerry’s “Cole 
Brothers Circus Train”.  

Typically the train travelled in 2 sections.  First 
a single passenger/office car would be brought to 
various cities that the circus was going to visit about 
a month in advance.  This car would be delivered by 
whatever railroad was available and would spend a 
week at a time in a town setting up the logistics for the 
visit.  Including locating where the circus would set 
up, printing and placing posters, arranging food, etc.
Here we see the office car parked on a siding in 
Colfax, CA.

The order of circus train cars was critical to the safety 
of the animals, and how efficiently the circus could 
load and unload, and to the comfort of the circus 
performers. 
The first cars in the train would hold the circus 
animals.  This is the smoothest ride on the train and 
it allowed the animals to be taken care of first on 
site.   You can see the stock cars being hauled by the 
Southern Pacific which was a railroad that frequently 

transported the circus.

Next would follow the tractors, material handling 
equipment and the “Big Top” as well as other tents.   
The circus had this down to such a science that they 
would load the tents and poles one direction or another 
based on the loading/unloading facilities at the next 
city.
Following the tents would be the cars with the carts 
and buggies, the organ and calliope, and other vehicles 

used during the traditional Circus Parade held at 
the opening of the week long stay.  Last in line and 
holding up the end of the train were the passenger 
cars, sleepers, kitchen and office cars where the 
performers and other circus personnel lived.
  
You can see the cars here as they pass over the 

Truckee River after they departed from Truckee CA.
We hope you’ll come by and see this and other unit 
trains in action at the Short Track RR Section house.

Thanks for reading, until next issue, travel well.

The Circus is Coming to Town 
by Steve Moss



Vista Forge
News from the Blacksmithing Barn

Vista Forge has added to its monthly educational 
opportunities with new specialty elective classes. 
During Tractor Fair in October, Beth Holmberg and 
Miguel De Los Rios taught four very different styles 
of forged bottle openers over two days.

Students turned sections of mild steel into functional 
and beautiful bottle openers using only heat, hammers, 
and tongs. Along the way, we learned to make a 
twist that looks like the steel was carved, rather than 
twisted. Because the styles taught had plenty of room 
for individualization, the class results were a number 
of unique openers that will surely make their way to 
family and friends this Christmas.
 
Four bottle opener styles

Electives are run through the museum education 
program. Class descriptions and registration is at 

agsem.com/education. The minimum pre-requisite is 
usually Blacksmithing 101 and registration for those 
classes is also at agsem.com/education

Bohn Industrial Arts Classroom

In October, the Bohn Industrial Arts Classroom 
shell was completed!  Now we have to make 
decisions about how to finish the walls and furnish 
it.  It will be a great boon to the museum educations 
programs, providing a space for classes in non-
ferrous metalwork; copper, metal patinas, maybe even 
jewelry.  More advanced blacksmithing classes will 
be using the classroom for design work- studying the 
work of masters, and learning approaches to our own 
designing.
 
Tool Tip

A Level II blacksmith student, Bo Clark, brought 
up a simple and useful tool for making quick 
measurements, especially on hot material. Take a 12” 
metal square ($5 at hardware stores). On the short 
end, mark a diagonal line between the outside 2” mark 
and the inside 1” mark. Cut and file to the line and 
you have a quick way of making measurements for 
1”, 2” and anything up to the length of your square. 
The “hook” makes it easy to reference the end of your 
metal or anvil for accurate marking.

Hook Rule

Bottle Openers

Beth Holmberg teaching bottle opener

Miguel De Los Rios demonstrating blacksmithing 
techniques



Help us raise funds for the Advance 
Steam Tractor Repair! 

AGSEM Museum Growth Fund

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________ City: ____________________________

State: _____ Zip: ________ Phone: ___________________________  Email: ______________________

Gift Amount: $ ________    Check # _____  

Credit Card # __________________________________________________  Expires: ______________

CVV # _________ Signature: ___________________________________________________________

Mail this form to: Antique Gas & Steam Engine Museum 
                             Growth Fund 
       2040 N Santa Fe Ave., Vista, CA 92083

Calling all knitters, crocheters, weavers, and quilters!
By Judy Maddox

Now in the office is a donation box for:

• Preemie hats, blankets
• Chemo caps (all sizes)
• Red scarves for heart patients
• Lap blankets or quilts
• Chest pillows for heart surgery patients
• Infant hats, outfits

Please make items for us to give to Tri City Hospital Auxiliary who distributes them to the appropriate 
area. They are very grateful for the donations as is the patients and their families. Eileen Dragula from 
the weavers will collect the items and take them in for us. You can also bring any items to the Weavers 
Barn.



Well, got another show done. Went good. Weather 
was great, Kind of a small crowd. Had a new display. 
Jose Carrillo brought Bill Baldwins 30-60 Rumley 
tractor down for show. He has been working on it 
for awhile. Getting it up and running. Had a couple 
of work parties to get it ready. It is a rare tractor out 
here. Thanks, Jose, for all your efforts. Thanks also, 
to all who helped him. The truck club had their show. 
Was really some nice trucks there. Steam Engine 
Row stood the steam hammer up to see what it really 
looks like. Was quit impressive. Then the weekend 
after show they got to tinkering with it and got it to 
run. Mashes beer cans flat. Plans are being made to 
make a base for it. We had a good show at the grist 
mill, except that I set a new record I think. The second 

Sat. I was getting the Model T engine ready and it 
developed a water leak that duct tape wouldn’t fix. 
Travis suggested the 10 hp Fairbanks Morse engine. 
We moved it in place and started it. Ran great until the 
water pump quit. After parade we moved the Mogel 
into place. It ran great all Sat. p.m., Sunday morning 
it hit twice then no more. We cranked all morning. 
Finally Kevin and I went to steam engine row and got 
Rich Eckert to look at it. He took it apart and found a 
loose wire. Fixed it and nothing. We had a large order 
from the gift shop and needed to get running. I asked 
John Alling if he could bring his Titan down after 
the parade. We got it in place and it ran great. Got 
the grain ground and sacked. So, I think I set a new 
record, broke three engines in one weekend. Thanks 
to all that helped get things done. Oh, Rich and Kevin 
got the Mogel running.  Hope you all have good 
holidays and see you in Jan. for the annul meeting. 

Out Standing in our Field
By: Virgil White





West Coast Clock & Watch Museum

REMBRANDT, ARMY AND NAVY CLOCKS AND A 
COMMEMORATIVE WATCH HOLDER

AT THE WEST COAST CLOCK AND WATCH MUSEUM
Ed Pasahow

The WCCWM possesses timepieces of various ages 
including some that are near as makes no difference 
two centuries old.  Those ages do not even come close 
to the goal of a horological concept by Danny Hills 
-- a clock designed to run 10,000 years!  The Clock 
of the Long Now ten millennia timepiece supposedly 
requires minimal maintenance.  Amazon’s founder, 
Jeff Bezos, provided $42 million to partially fund the 
project.  It will be powered by the sun and by people 
visiting the site.  The clock will be primarily built of 
marine grade stainless steel, titanium, and ceramic 
ball bearings.  The housing for the clock will be an 
underground facility in west Texas.  The clock will 
be 200 feet high and will be regulated by the sun’s 
position at solar noon.  Chimes will play different 
melodies on bells each time they ring.  An 8-foot 
diameter disk serves as the dial.  Should you wish to 
visit the clock, be prepared for a full day’s hike and 
a climb to 1500 feet, avoiding thorns, cacti and pit 
vipers along the way.

 While the age of the museum collection is 
insignificant considering this example, it is certainly 
more convenient to visit and contains many clocks and 
watches to instill wonder in the mind of the viewer.  
During this sampling of the museum contents, we 
will first consider a curious clock allegedly depicting 
Rembrandt.  Then we will look at pair of clocks 
that memorializes the sacrifices that members of the 
armed forces have made to this nation.  Finally, we 
will conclude with a watch holder that bewilders the 
eye.

Rembrandt Clock

This monumental 
French clock 
is one of the 
first that greets 
visitors at 
the museum 
entrance.  It 
depicts the artist 
Rembrandt van 
Rijn, except 
that it is wrong 
in every detail.  
Rembrandt, as 
you undoubtedly 
know, was a 
Dutch painter 
and printmaker 

Rembrandt Clock Photo

Rembrandt Clock Detail



of the 17th Century who never went abroad.  We 
know exactly how he looked and what he wore from 
a series of self-portraits that start when he was 22 
until just before he died at age 63.  In none of these 
pictures does the artist even slightly resemble the 
clock figure.

He never had facial hair and never wore the costume of 
the French courtier with plumed hat, cape, stockings, 
and pantaloons.  Furthermore, even the shape of the 

palette is 
incorrect – 
Rembrandt 
used a 
rectangular 
palette.

  

D e s p i t e 
t h e s e 

inaccuracies, 
the clock is 

noteworthy for the solid bronze statue mounted on a 
black Belgian marble base.  The clock was made by 
the prestigious firm of Samuel Marti & Cie. of Paris.  
The clock features bronze mounts and has an 8-day 
time and strike movement.  The clock is engraved 
with floral motifs, which are inlayed with gold leaf.  
The clock dates to the Napoleon III period of around 
1875.

A pie crust bezel surrounds the two-piece dial.  
Applied brass Roman numerals designate the hours, 
and bronze spade hands indicate the time.  The open 
Brocot escapement provides a view of the release of 
each tooth on the escape wheel on each oscillation 
of the pendulum.  Samul Marti’s company was 
an acknowledge maker of superlative clocks as 
evidenced by the multiple clockmaking awards it 
won, including:
• 1860 Bronze Medal, Paris
• 1889 Silver Medal, Paris
• 1900 Gold Medal, Paris
• 1931 Grand Prix, Paris
The company was so proud of this recognition of its 
skill and craftsmanship that it included an image of 
the medals in its trademark.

Ansonia Army and Navy Clocks

   
 This pair of 
clocks, dating from 
around 1901, recalls 
the debt the US owes 
to veterans of its armed 
forces.  The army clock 
uses a tripod of stacked 
three-band Remington 
Rolling Block rifles 
(manufactured between 
the mid-1850s and the 
early 20th Century) 
to support the drum-
shaped clock.  The 
rifles on the clock were 
originally equipped 
with bayonets, which 
are now missing.   A 
banner flies above the 

stacked arms and a bugle 
hangs below the 
peak.  The clock is 
12 inches high, and 
the dial diameter is 
2 inches.  Winding 
and setting are done 
at the back.

The one-day clock 
has a porcelain 
dial and a flat glass 
crystal.  The jeweled 
setting surrounding 
the clock indicate 
that this is the highest 
priced version with 
gold plating.  Hours 
are indicated by 
Arabic numerals and 
a quartet of dots.  Intermediate dots indicate the 
minutes.  Black spade hands provide the time.

  
  

Rembrandt Clock Dial

Ansonia Army

Ansonia Army Side View



T h e 
corresponding 
navy clock uses 
two oars and 
a harpoon to 
form a tripod.  A 
banner flies from 
the harpoon.  A 
stock anchor is 
suspended from a 
block.  The clock 
resides inside 
a ship’s wheel.  
This clock too 
has the jeweled 
setting, so it is 
the high-priced 
model of the 
clock originally 
selling for 
$10.25.  A trefoil 
knot provides the 
support for the 
clock.  The dial 

on this clock differs 
from the previous 
example having an 
embossed center disk 
with a floral design.  
Roman numerals 
mark the hours and a 
railroad track chapter 
ring the minutes.  
Again, black spade 
hands are used.

Berlin Railroad Station Commemorative Watch 
Holder
 
Fastidious people wearing pocket watches did not 
want to merely drop their timepiece on a table at night.  
Instead, they desired a suitable support to display 

it.  This holder 
certainly meets 
that criterion.  An 
ove rwhe lming 
mélange of 
design elements 
surmount the 
eagle claw 
and ball base.  
An artist’s 
misconception of 
the new Berlin 
railroad station, 
opened in 1875, 
tops the piece.  
This brass holder 
was created to 
memorialize the 
dedication of the station during the reign of Kaiser 
Wilhelm I.  The station was probably a target for 
Allied bombers during World War II.

Heights of the twin towers and dome are exaggerated 
for more drama.  The bear is the symbol for the 
German state of Berlin.  The two-headed German 
imperial eagle seal appears just below the pocket 
watch, which is visible in the aperture.  The watch 
rests in a fabric pocket on the back of the holder.  
Interpretation of the crenelated battlement and the 
naked infant holding aloft a laurel branch are left to 
the observer.  Somewhat incongruously for a German 
holder, a Hamilton railroad grade pocket watch 
resides in the pocket because this is the only watch 
of appropriate size now available in the collection.

Be sure to take advantage of the convenient WCCWM 
location – no deserts to traverse nor poisonous 
reptiles to dodge when you visit.  Even though the 
collection does not date back millennia, many of the 
clocks and watches are older than we are.  Be sure to 
inquire from the museum docents of the age of some 
of these treasures.

I wish to thank Ernie Lopez, WCCWM curator, 
and Andre Perreault, President of the Friends of 
the West Coast Watch and Clock Museum for their 
knowledgeable assistance in preparing this article.

Ansonia Navy Clock

Ansonia Navy Clock Side 
View

Berlin Station Watch Holder



A lot of things have been happening at the Museum.  
Here are a few things that may be of interest.  

It has finally sunk into some of us that we could get 
some free advertising by running something during 
other peoples shows. I am thinking of all of the many 
events besides our spring and fall engine and tractor 
shows.  Here is an outline of the effort that will be 
made by both of our engine groups.

Steam Engine Row has acquired a small boiler that 
can be fired on propane.  It can be easily be started 
and brought to pressure.  The oil fired boilers that are 
currently in use are brought up to temperature slowly 
to prevent rapid expansion of the metal which has a 
big effect on boiler life and maintenance.  This small 
boiler is ideal for use as a supplemental boiler that 
can be used to show off one or two of the smaller 
engines.  Barry Vaniman is working on this and has a 
problem to to solve.  When the boiler was acquired it 
was set up to run on natural gas.  The burner orifices 
are smaller for propane and as the people that made 
the burner are out of business a new one will have to 
be  made.  Making it is not a major problem and is 
well within the capabilities of our shop, the problem 
is what size to make the burner orifices. If the orifice 
hole is doubled in size the flow is quadrupled.  This 
is not exactly correct but close enough for a start. It 
follows from this that a very small increase in size has 
a big effect on flow.  Barry is researching the problem.  
I suggested making them too small and then gradually 
working up to where it works right.  Sounds easy but 
this item is buried inside the boiler and is not easy to 
get at, so this would be a very slow method.  It would 
be really nice to make the orifices the right size the 
first time.

We have a different problem on Gas Engine Row.  We 
need people that will actually start and demonstrate 
the engine selected to be run.  Since this person 
might be completely alone they will have to learn 
all of the needed skills as well as to explain how it 
works and what it was used for.  Not a small thing but 
possible.  With this in mind I had a sign made by a 
local company here in Hemet.  He refused any money 

which made me feel like a freeloader so Diane and I 
got him a big sack of cat food for the shop cats and a 
case of beer.  This sign appears to be quite effective 
and we have attracted three new people to date.

This picture was taken by Megan during our last show.  
I know that the “d” is left off of interested.  It was 
pointed out to me by quite a few eagle eyed people 
who greatly enjoyed themselves.  I don't have any 
plans to fix it. In spite of the spelling error it seems to 
be a success.

Getting back to Gas Engine Row we have some very 
ambitious projects for the coming year.  The large 
Fairbanks Morse RE engine in front of the Machine 
Shop is now rebuilt to the stage that it can be put into 
it's new home.  It will be on a new foundation next to 
our Fairbanks Morse 3 cylinder diesel.  To accomplish 
this we 
will move the 80 HP Western engine to the west end 
of GER.  I thought that extricating this engine from 
where it is and moving it to the west end of GER 
would be a big job but our experts were not impressed, 
after all it only weighs about 8000 pounds.  Piece of 
cake.  Right?   Another improvement will be to add 
another pass through on the west end.  This will be 
done for more spectator convenience.

The Fairbanks Morse RE engine is a rare bid indeed.  
There are only about four  running engines of this type 
know to be in existence so it is really a special engine.  
We are very fortunate to have it and it will be an 
excellent addition to our engine offering.  We hope this 
will entice collectors to visit our Museum to see this 
engine.  This is a gasoline fueled engine and should 
be pretty easy to start once we get the method pinned 
down.  We hope this will attract collectors to visit our 
shows. 

Steam Engine Row
By: Jim Kirkes



The Steam Team has been running one of their steam 
traction engines at other shows for quite some time 
now.   Getting one of these engines steamed up is 
a slow job as getting it hot to fast is hard on boiler 
life so it takes an early start.  This really makes a top 
notch advertisement as they are always attract a lot of 
attention. 

I think almost all of us have run into someone who 
says they live in Vista but never took the time to come 
see us. You can help by changing their mind and by 
telling others to come and see us.  We have a lot to 
offer and there is a lot going on at the Museum, but 
sometime it does not show.

Palomar Handweavers Guild 
at AGSEM

By Marty Foltyn
Meet Designing Weaver 
Jill Koch

Guild member and weaver 
Jill Sparrow Koch found 
the Weavers Barn through 
her love of rocks – gems 
and minerals, that is.  In 
2012, the year before she 
retired, Jill attended the 
Gem and Mineral Show at 
AGSEM, coincidentally the 
same weekend as the Fiber 
Arts Fiesta.  She wandered 
over to see what all the 
hubbub was farther into  the 

Museum grounds, and was so intrigued by fibers that 
she bought a book and two scarves from the Guild 
booth.  

Before retirement, Jill had been a circuit board 
designer, and design of all types was in her 
background.  If you have ever had IV infusion in the 
hospital, it will most likely be administered using 
an Alaris/Carefusion infusion pump whose main 
circuit boards were designed by Jill.  She is a native 
Californian, growing up in Chico, California (but has 
never met Aaron Rodgers).  After graduating from 

Revelle College at UCSD with a philosophy major 
and a computer science minor (making algorithms!) 
Jill went east to work with Volunteers in Service to 
America (a VISTA connection!).  Sign design came 
next, and classes in the Palomar College graphics 
arts program and Mira Costa College drafting and 
engineering.

In 2013, Jill took an inkle loom class from Randee 
Griffin, coming back to the Barn and finishing her 
project the Thursday after the class.  She immediately 
joined the Museum and took a table loom class from 
Karen Greeley.  Choosing a Weaving Barn loom 
followed – the 1920s Hammett loom she still works 
on – and fellow weaver Sandy Burns taught her how 
to sectionally warp floor looms.  Jill’s first projects 
were plain weave striped rugs, and a green and red 
one was entered in the Fair.  She was then captivated 
by wool – and today considers her wool rugs her best 
work.  Indeed, the world agrees, as Jill won first place 
for a wool rug at the 2018 San Diego County Fair 
(and also a blue ribbon for a cotton Shibori scarf). 
This accomplishment brought back memories, as she 
worked the Fair as a teen and always enjoyed going to 
the Home and Hobby, never thinking she would enter 
a creation and win.

Jill’s favorite pattern at the moment is block weave, 
based on an informal workshop given by Karen 
Greeley earlier this year, and also a class with 
the legendary weaver Jason Collingwood at the 
Convergence Conference this summer.  The symmetry 
and play of color in this design attract her.  Jill is 
also an excellent Rosepath pattern weaver, and her 
Pendleton ends rugs invite all to touch.  Jill bought 
her first home loom in 2015- a LeClerc 4 shaft - and 
is also the proud owner of a 10-shaft Macomber 
previously owned by Barbara Stewart, the wife of 
her college-era UCSD provost.   Also retired from 
half-marathon races and from painting (weaving 
took over), Jill’s hobbies now include hiking and 
backpacking in the Sierras, rock hunting and beading, 
and silver work.  At the Museum, Jill is a member of 
the Guild Steering Committee heading up finance.  
Jill claims she has not yet reached her potential as a 
weaver, and, while we disagree, we are glad to know 
she will be around for many years as a friend, mentor, 
and teacher. 



A Busy Fall!  

Palomar Handweavers Guild members are celebrating 
the success of a very busy October (and early 
November) 2018 with events and demonstrations 
every weekend.  First on tap was the Fiber Arts 
Fiesta, with 30 exciting vendors offering a variety of 
goods, and demonstrations and sales in the Weavers 
Barn.  The next weekend found Guild members 
demonstrating to a whole new audience attracted by 
the Vintage Marketplace. Museum rugs and Guild 
member creations were very popular.  The two 
weekends of the Antique Tractor and Engine show 
brought many old (and new) friends to the Barn and 
Spinners Cottage, who marveled at the new Henzie 
exhibit and Guild Challenge projects.  After the Civil 
War weekend, Guild members welcomed 18 fiber 
enthusiasts to a Rigid Heddle, Inkle Loom, Spinning, 
and Gourd Classes on our “Super Saturday”.

As a result of Guild member efforts, we raised $781.00 
for the Museum and Cottage in fiber art sales.

Zuest Family Spinners Cottage Dedication

The highlight of the Fiber Arts Fiesta weekend was the 
dedication of the Zuest Family Spinners Cottage.  Mrs. 
Susie Henzie, who donated her collection of spinning 
wheels, looms, and fiber tools collected throughout 
a 50+ year career as a fiber artist, traveled from Los 
Angeles with her son to join in the celebration. She 
loved the space and expressed her thanks for all the 
donations and care. Mrs. Henzie joined Vista Mayor 
Judy Ritter and Palomar Handweavers Guild and 

AGSEM member Michelle Zuest, for whose family 
the cottage is named, to cut the ribbon officially 
dedicating this 3,500 ft2 space.  Cake cutting and tours 
followed.  

The Cottage is now open on Thursdays and Saturdays 
for tours and demonstrations led by Kathy Lambert 
and Guild spinners.  Kathy Lambert taught the first 
Spinning class in the new building to an enthusiastic 
audience on November 10.   $15,000 is still needed for 
the Cottage, contact Judy Maddox if you can donate.

Guild Programs 

Our 2018-2019 program lineup is taking shape. 
Following a tour of the Henzie collection and Spinners 
Cottage in November and a potluck in December, we 
enter 2019 with plans for a Saori presentation, needle 
felted pictures, dyeing techniques panel, and a fashion 
show.  Guild meetings are the second Monday of each 
month, except July and August, at 9:30 am in the 
Zuest Family Spinners Cottage.  All AGSEM members 
are welcome to attend, and we hope to see some new 
faces in our new digs!

New Faces

Welcome to new AGSEM and Palomar Handweavers 
Guild members who have joined in 2018:  Erica 
Bkyllingstad, Suzanne Person, Karen Wurfel, 
and Betty Morrissey.  Each has enthusiastically 
participated in Guild events and bring new 
perspectives and talents to our group.  We are happy to 
have you! 



In keeping with our 
mission, NAWCC 
Chapter 180 – Friends 
of the West Coast 
Clock & Watch 
Museum officers and 
members reach out 
to the community 
by going on the road 
and serving in the 
WCCWM clock 
gallery as docents. 
During October, 2018 
members served 
as docents in the 
WCCWM gallery 
during the shows 
and other events that 
were held at AGSEM. 

They also staffed a display table at the 2018 NAWCC 
Southwest California Regional at Del Mar, Oct 11 - 
13. NAWCC Chapter 136 – Vista members pitched in 
to help out as well. 

NAWCC is the abbreviation for The National 
Association of Watch and Clock Collectors. Our 

Chapter 180 was 
able to hold its 2018 
annual meeting 
during the Regional 
at Del Mar. The 
meeting was led 
by Andre Perrault, 
chapter president. 
Ashley Jaques was 
elected as Chapter 
180’s new treasurer.

Our annual meeting 
was also attended by 
Tom Wilcox who is 
NAWCC’s executive 
director. Following 
the Regional Tom 
Wilcox toured 
WCCWM at AGSEM 

and wrote about his visit in his October 14, 2018 
weekly newsletter. Tom Wilcox’s weekly newsletters 
have worldwide circulation.

Also now in the WCCWM gallery is a new watch 
display case and an information table constructed by 
Andre Perrault. Chapter 180’s vice president, Ron 
Bechler of San Jose, CA donated the world’s largest 
Chelsea clock to our collection. Come visit the gallery 
and check them out.    

If you would like to follow along with our travels 
and adventures, watch for upcoming articles here 
in The Ignitor, sign up for our free e-magazine at 
www.wccwm.org, check out Chapter 136’s website 
at http://vistaclocks136.blogspot.com/ or follow 
us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/
westcoastclockmuseum/.

West Coast Clock & Watch 
Museum at AGSEM 

October Was Busy Around WCCWM
By: Marion Francis, 

mariondanfrancis@gmail.com

Marie Sidun and Rick 
Coleman served as WCCWM 
docents during the Fall Show.

NAWCC Executive Director, Tom Wilcox speaking at 
the Del Mar Regional Meeting. The new clock case in the WCCWM Gallery.

The World’s largest Chelsea 
clock donated by Ron Bechler.



Memorializing our loved ones
By Judy Maddox

At the Museum, we are family in a real sense. We have bonded with each other through our various 
interest and our volunteering.  Each show, we look forward to seeing each other and working together, 
and sharing our wonderful Museum with visitors.

We also have opportunities to share our memorializing of our loved ones by buying a brick that is placed 
in front of the food court or by donating to the endowment fund.

We need only 250 bricks to complete the food court bricks. Personally, I have placed two bricks there 
because I love to see my family’s name there and know that others will see it too. Please consider buying 
a brick for your family or for someone who has passed on.

Thumbs
A Column about where to find it or how to do it

By: Virgil White

This time is about our parts exchange. We have one 3 times a year. February, May, and September on the 
3rd Sat. Starts about 7 a.m. or when the second person shows up. It has been tapering off until last Sept 
the only ones there were Gary Clare and me. Had money to spend and no parts. So get those parts and 
things out and come out.



                             
 
 
Name:________________________________________________________EMAIL:______________________________ 
 
Address:  __________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone:___________________________    CHOICES: 4x8x2¼ --  $100 or 8x8x2¼ -- $200; Stock Logo $25  
                                                     
Payment Type: Cash:______Check:_________ (Make checks payable to: Antique Gas & Steam Engine Museum, Inc.) 
 
Credit Card:________________  Acct. No.______________________________________ Expires:_______________ 
 
Cardholder Name as it appears on the credit card: _______________________________________________________ 
 
                       Billing Address for this credit card:_______________________________________________________ 

 
Signature:_____________________________________________________  Date:____________________________ 
                                             .   
The Antique Gas & Steam Engine Museum, Inc., 2040 N. Santa Fe Ave., Vista, CA 92083       All major credit cards and PayPal accepted. 
 

Size (Price) (required): 4x8x2¼ ($100) ____ 8x8x2¼ ($200) _____ Logo ($25):______ 
 

                    

 

                    

 

                    
 

                    
(4 lines of 20 characters each including letters and spaces for $100 Bricks) 

($200 Size bricks may have up to 8 lines of 20 characters each including letters and spaces.) 
 

Stock or Custom Logo Pictures are available through AGSEM’s Office or Marion Francis. 
Limit is One Logo Picture Per Brick and only located at the Top of the brick. 

 

For Stock Logo Picture add $25.00 to your brick price. 
Prices vary on Custom Logo Pictures and require a price & set up quote. 

 
Call the Museum office at (760) 941-1791 or Marion Francis at (714) 290-6446 

for information or to order your logo pictures. Thank you. 
 

All bricks and the language on them are subject to review and  
approval by AGSEM’s Staff and/or Fundraising Committee.  
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Good-bye 2018! We’re excited to begin a new year here at the Museum!


